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1 Introduction
The CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has finished operating at center-of-mass energies
of 7 TeV and 8 TeV. After a major upgrade phase, the machine is expected to run again in
2015. The total delivered integrated luminosity has reached 27 fb−1 for both the ATLAS
and CMS detectors. Successful run of the LHC has resulted in the discovery of a Higgs
boson, whose properties are consistent with the standard model predictions [1, 2].
The high luminosity as well as the excellent performance of the detectors ensure us
to measure various standard model processes with highest precisions ever attained. In
particular, the knowledges about the processes involving top quarks have been greatly
improved by the new LHC data, and will certainly be further improved in the near future.
With only an integrated luminosity of up to 4.9 fb−1 collected from the run at 7 TeV,
the LHC has already provided a combined measurement of the top quark mass mt =
173.29±0.95 GeV [3, 4], whose uncertainty is comparable to the latest Tevatron combination
mt = 174.34± 0.64 GeV [5]. A first combination of the Tevatron and LHC measurements
gave rise to mt = 173.34± 0.76 GeV [6]. Besides the top quark mass, the total production
cross sections as well as various differential distributions have also been measured with
high precisions (see, e.g., report by Tancredi Carli at ICHEP 2014).
On the theory side, predictions for the production and decay processes of top quarks
are also greatly improved in the recent years with higher order QCD corrections available.
The next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) QCD corrections to the total cross sections for
the top quark pair production have been obtained in [7–10]. Predictions for the differential
distributions in top quark pair production are available with soft gluon resummation at
next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic (NNLL) accuracy, combined with next-to-leading order
(NLO) fixed order results [11–14]. The single top quark production processes are also known
with similar precisions [15–18]. Finally, the calculation of the fully differential top quark
decay rates at NNLO in QCD was performed in [19, 20].
Based on the reliable theoretical predictions and precise experimental measurements,
the top quark can serve as an excellent probe for new physics beyond the standard model.
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In this paper, we will deal with a particular type of new physics, which contributes to the
flavor-changing neutral interactions of the top quark. These contributions can be param-
eterized as a model-independent effective theory into several anomalous flavor-changing
couplings κtqZ , κtqγ , κtqH and κtqg, where q stands for up or charm quark and g denotes
gluon. These anomalous couplings can be probed in the productions and decays of top
quarks, and have already been studied by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations at the
LHC [21–29]. We will concentrate on the anomalous couplings involving the gluon, whose
most stringent exclusion limits come from the measurement in [26] and are given by
κtug/Λ < 0.0051 TeV
−1 , κtcg/Λ < 0.011 TeV−1 , (1.1)
at the 95% confidence level (C.L.). Note that the above limits apply to the anomalous
couplings at the electroweak scale (more precisely, at the scale mt), under the assumption
that only one non-zero coupling is present at a time. On the other hand, if one computes
the effective couplings in a specific new physics model, the intrinsic scale for them would
be the cut-off scale Λ. The couplings at the two scales, κtqg(mt) and κtqg(Λ), are related
by renormalization group (RG) equations, involving possible mixings from other operators.
In this paper, we work in the low energy effective theory, and take the couplings at mt as
input. Therefore, we do not need to consider the RG evolution of the operators down from
the new physics scale Λ.
The constraints on the anomalous couplings in eq. (1.1) can be translated to constraints
on the branching ratios of the top quark rare decays using the NLO QCD results in [34],
which reads
BR(t→ ug) < 3.1× 10−5 , BR(t→ cg) < 1.4× 10−4 . (1.2)
It is instructive to compare these constraints with the standard model (SM) predictions.
In the standard model, the above decays are forbidden at tree-level and can only arise
starting from one-loop diagrams with a W boson exchanged. Such contributions are highly
suppressed due to the GIM mechanism [32]. The resulting branching ratios are given by [33]
BRSM(t→ ug) ≈ 4× 10−14 , BRSM(t→ cg) ≈ 5× 10−12 , (1.3)
which are orders of magnitudes smaller than the current experimental upper bounds and
are beyond the reach of the LHC. As a consequence, if the LHC measures any top quark
flavor-changing neutral process in the near future, it will be an definitive indication of new
physics beyond the standard model.
In extracting the limits in eq. (1.1), the theoretical predictions for the direct top quark
production process in [30, 31] based on NLO QCD were used. Several related processes
were also calculated to the same precision. For example, The NLO QCD corrections to the
decays of the top quark through flavor-changing neutral interactions have been calculated
in [34–37]; the NLO QCD corrections to the production of a single top quark associated
with an up or charm quark were also calculated in [31]. Among these processes, the direct
top quark production is the most sensitive to the anomalous couplings. For this process,
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an improved prediction combining soft gluon resummation at next-to-leading logarithmic
(NLL) accuracy with NLO fixed order results is available in [38, 39].
There are several reasons to go beyond this accuracy for direct top quark produc-
tion. The first is that with the LHC running at a higher energy and delivering much
more integrated luminosity, the experimental measurements of the anomalous couplings
can be largely improved. This calls for a better theoretical understanding of the relevant
observables. The second reason is that the current techniques allow people to perform
the threshold resummation at next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic (NNLL) accuracy for a
broad class of processes. Full next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) calculations are also
available for several complicated processes beyond the simple ones like Drell-Yan or Higgs
boson production. In view of these developments, it is then attempting to apply these
techniques also to processes beyond the standard model. Finally, we have found that an
inconsistent treatment of the power corrections was used in [38]. While it is not wrong since
the resummation formula is formally valid only at leading power, this has led to visible
changes in the numerical results. Therefore we would like to update those results with a
more consistent prescription for the power corrections.
This paper is organized as following. In section 2 we present our resummation frame-
work which serves as the basis for later phenomenological studies. In section 3 we show
and discuss the updated numerical predictions for the total cross section. We conclude in
section 4.
2 Framework
We will consider effective operators of the form
Leff = −gs
∑
q=u,c
κtqg
Λ
t¯σµνT aq Gaµν + h.c., (2.1)
where κtqg are the anomalous couplings, Λ is the new physics scale, T
a are the SU(3)
generators, and Gaµν are the gluon field strength tensors. We have suppressed the possible
chiral structure in the above operators, which has no effect on the total cross sections
discussed in this paper.
At leading order in QCD, these operators will induce direct top quark
production processes
g(p1) + q(p2)→ t(k) , (2.2)
where q = u, c. It is obvious that an anti-top quark may also be produced with q = u¯, c¯.
The total cross section for direct top quark production at the LHC can be written as a con-
volution of perturbative partonic cross sections with parton distribution functions (PDFs):
σ(τ,mt) =
∑
i,j
τ
∫
dx1dx2dz δ(τ − x1x2z) fi/p(x1, µf ) fj/p(x2, µf )
σˆij(z,mt, µf )
z
, (2.3)
where τ = m2t /s with
√
s being the center-of-mass energy of the collider and mt being the
top quark mass. The partonic center-of-mass energy is given by
√
sˆ with sˆ = (p1 + p2)
2 =
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x1x2s. The variable z is then m
2
t /sˆ. The partonic cross sections can be written as a series
in the strong coupling constant αs:
σˆij(z,mt, µf ) ≡ z Cij(z,mt, µf ) = 8pi
2αs(µr)
3
(
κ(µr)
Λ
)2
z
∑
n
(
αs
4pi
)n
C
(n)
ij (z,mt, µr, µf ) .
(2.4)
Note that the renormalization scale dependence of κ through its RG equation (see ap-
pendix A) is required to ensure the scale-independence of the cross sections. Since we
consider only one non-zero anomalous coupling at a time, operator mixing has no im-
pact here.
At leading order, it is clear that C
(0)
gq = C
(0)
qg = δ(1− z), and C(0)ij = 0 otherwise. The
next-to-leading order results of the partonic cross sections have been calculated in [30],
which were recalculated in [31] to study the sensitivity of the LHC for this process. It was
then found out that there are several typos in the expressions in [30]. In spite of that, the
numerical results were found to be almost unaffected. The correct expressions were used
in [31]. However, they are too long to be put in a letter-type article, and therefore we list
them below for the convenience of the readers.
C(1)gq (z,mt, µr, µf ) =
2
3
{[
− 8 ln µ
2
f
m2t
− 19
2
ln
µ2f
µ2r
− 15 + 17pi
2
3
]
δ(1− z)
+ 26
[
1
1− z ln
(
m2t (1− z)2
µ2fz
)]
+
− 8
(1− z)+
+
(
18
z
− 40 + 14z − 18z2
)
ln
(
m2t (1− z)2
µ2fz
)
+
(
− 2
1− z + 6− 8z + 10z
2
)
ln z − 21
2z
+ 15− 25z
2
+ 14z2
}
,
C(1)gg (z,mt, µr, µf ) = 4
{
ln
(
m2t (1− z)2
µ2fz
)
z2 + (1− z)2
2
+
[
3
4
+ z +
5z2
4
− 1
4(1 + z)
]
ln z +
3
4z
− 3
8
+
59z
16
− 65z
2
16
}
,
C(1)qq (z,mt, µr, µf ) =
16
3
{
ln
(
m2t (1− z)2
µ2fz
)
1 + (1− z)2
z
− 5
3z
+
8
3
}
,
C
(1)
qq¯ (z,mt, µr, µf ) =
8
3
{
ln
(
m2t (1− z)2
µ2fz
)
1 + (1− z)2
z
− 2
z
+
11
3
− 4z
3
+
2z2
3
}
,
C
(1)
qq′ (z,mt, µr, µf ) =
8
3
{
ln
(
m2t (1− z)2
µ2fz
)
1 + (1− z)2
z
− 2
z
+ 3
}
,
C
(1)
q′q¯′(z,mt, µr, µf ) =
8
3
[
1
3z
− z + 2z
2
3
]
. (2.5)
In the above formulas, q stands for the quark flavor entering the leading order process, q¯
represents the antiparticle of q, and q′ denotes all other flavors of quarks and antiquarks.
The typos in [30] happened to be in C
(1)
qq and C
(1)
qq¯ , and we have checked that the differences
lead to nearly no numerical impacts.
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f(z) M[f(z)] L[f(z)]
δ(1− z) 1 1
P0(z) − ln N¯ +O(1/N) − ln N¯
P1(z) ln
2 N¯ − ln N¯ ln m
2
t
µ2
+O(1/N) ln2 N¯ − ln N¯ ln m
2
t
µ2
Table 1. Mellin and Laplace transforms of the delta function and the plus-distributions.
All partonic cross sections are regular functions of z except Cgq, which contains δ(1−z)
as well as singular plus-distributions of the form
Pn(z) ≡
[
1
1− z ln
n
(
m2t (1− z)2
µ2z
)]
+
, (2.6)
where n = 0 or 1 at the NLO. At higher orders in perturbation theory, accompanied with
each power of αs, the maximal value of the power n will be increased by 2. If the hadronic
cross section is saturated by the region z . 1, these terms will lead to large corrections
resulting in poor perturbative convergence. A resummation of these distributions to all
orders in αs can be achieved utilizing the Mellin or Laplace transforms, which are defined by
M[f(z)] =
∫ 1
0
dz zN−1 f(z) , L[f(z)] =
∫ ∞
0
dξ e−ξNf(z) , (2.7)
respectively, where ξ = (1 − z)/√z, N is called the moment conjugate to z. The limit
z → 1 corresponds to the limit N →∞ in moment space, and it can be shown that Mellin
transform and Laplace transform are actually equivalent in this limit, i.e., M[f(z)] −
L[f(z)] = O(1/N). The transform rules for the delta function and the plus-distributions
are listed in table 1, where N¯ = NeγE with γE the Euler constant.
In the moment space and in the limit N → ∞, all partonic cross sections become
power suppressed by 1/N except Cgq = Cqg, which becomes
c˜gq(N,mt, µf ) = c˜
leading
gq (N,mt, µf ) +O(1/N)
=
8pi2αs
3
(
κ
Λ
)2{
1 +
αs
pi
[
13
3
ln2 N¯ + ln N¯
(
13
3
ln
µ2f
m2t
+
4
3
)
(2.8)
− 4
3
ln
µ2f
m2t
− 19
12
ln
µ2f
µ2r
− 5
2
+
17pi2
18
]
+O(α2s)
}
+O(1/N) .
It has been shown in [38] that the above partonic cross section can be factorized into the
product of a hard function and a soft function
c˜gq(N,mt, µf ) = H(mt, µf ) s˜(L, µf ) +O(1/N) , (2.9)
where L = ln(m2t /µ
2
f N¯
2). Up to the next-to-leading order, the hard and soft functions can
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be extracted from the expressions in [38] and are given by
H(mt, µ) =
8pi2αs
3
(
κ
Λ
)2[
1 +
αs
4pi
(
−13
3
ln2
µ2
m2t
−8 ln µ
2
m2t
− 46
3
+
55pi2
18
)
+O(α2s)
]
, (2.10)
s˜(L, µ) = 1 +
αs
4pi
(
13
3
L2 − 8
3
L+
16
3
+
13pi2
18
)
+O(α2s) , (2.11)
The hard and soft functions satisfy RG equations
d
d lnµ
H(mt, µ) =
(
13
3
γcusp(αs) ln
m2t
µ2
+ 2γH
)
H(mt, µ) , (2.12)
d
d lnµ
s˜
(
ln
Q2
µ2
, µ
)
=
(
−13
3
γcusp(αs) ln
Q2
µ2
− 2γS
)
s˜
(
ln
Q2
µ2
, µ
)
, (2.13)
where Q is an arbitrary scale. The resummation of threshold logarithms then follows
simply by choosing appropriate scales separately for the hard and soft functions, and then
using the above RG equations to evolve the two functions to the same scale. In [38], the
one-loop anomalous dimensions were used in the RG equations, corresponding to an NLL
accuracy. The recent development allows us to use higher-order anomalous dimensions,
thus to achieve NNLL accuracy for the resummation. These anomalous dimensions are
listed in appendix A. The last step for the resummation amounts to an inverse Mellin or
Laplace transform back to the momentum space
CNNLLgq (z) =M−1
[
c˜NNLLgq (N)
]
or CNNLLgq (z) = L−1
[
c˜NNLLgq (N)
]
. (2.14)
We now discuss the choice of the hard and soft scales. For the hard function, there
is not much ambiguity in choosing the hard scale, which should naturally be around mt.
The choice of the soft scale, on the other hand, is a bit more subtle. One possibility is to
choose it to be around mt/N in the moment space, as was done in [38] and many earlier
works on threshold resummation. In this way, the inverse Mellin or Laplace transform has
to be performed numerically, and one needs some prescription to deal with the Landau
pole problem such as the Minimal Prescription [40] or the Borel Prescription [41]. Another
possibility, advocated in [42, 43], is to choose the soft scale directly in the momentum space,
which then corresponds to an “average” energy of soft emissions. The consequences of the
different choices have been carefully elaborated and compared in the literature [43–48]. One
of the benefits of the momentum space formalism is that the inverse Laplace transform can
be carried out analytically, bypassing the Landau pole problem. Below, we will perform
the NNLL resummation using the momentum space formalism. The NNLL resummation
in the moment space formalism as well as a full NNLO calculation are beyond the scope of
this paper, and are left to a future study.
Solving the RG equations for the hard and soft functions and transforming back to the
momentum space, we can write the resummed partonic cross section as
CNNLLgq (z,mt, µf ) = H(mt, µh)U(mt, µh, µs, µf ) s˜
(
ln
m2t
µ2s
+ ∂η, µs
)
z−η
(1− z)1−2η
e−2γEη
Γ(2η)
,
(2.15)
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Figure 1. The LO, NLO and leading singular terms in the ug channel (left) and the cg channel
(right) at the LHC.
where η = 2aΓ(µs, µf ) and
U(mt, µh, µs, µf ) = exp
[
4S(µh, µs)− 2aΓ(µh, µs) ln m
2
t
µ2h
− 2aγH (µh, µf ) + 2aγS (µs, µf )
]
.
(2.16)
The functions S(µ, ν) and aγ(µ, ν) are defined as [49]
S(µ, ν) = −
∫ αs(ν)
αs(µ)
dα
Γ(α)
β(α)
∫ α
αs(µ)
dα′
β(α′)
, (2.17)
aγ(µ, ν) = −
∫ αs(ν)
αs(µ)
dα
γ(α)
β(α)
, (2.18)
with Γ(αs) = 13γcusp(αs)/6. Finally, we can add back the power-suppressed contri-
butions at the NLO by a matching procedure, and hence obtain our prediction at the
NLO+NNLL accuracy:
σNLO+NNLL = σNNLL + σNLO − σNLO,leading . (2.19)
This formula will be the starting point of our numerical results presented in the next section.
3 Numerical results
In this section, we present the numerical predictions from our NLO+NNLL resummed
results for direct top quark production at the LHC. We choose the top quark mass to be
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mt = 173.2 GeV. For the anomalous couplings, we adopt the convention that only one of
the two couplings is non-zero at a time, and the value is taken to be κtqg/Λ = 0.01 TeV
−1.
Results for other values of the anomalous couplings can be easily obtained by a simple
rescaling. Throughout the numerical calculations, we use the CT10 PDF sets [50, 51] and
the associated values for the strong coupling constant αs unless otherwise specified. The
default factorization scale µf and renormalization scale µr are chosen as the top quark
mass mt.
Before presenting the resummed predictions, we first examine the importance of the
leading singular terms defined in eq. (2.8). In figure 1, we show the contribution from the
leading singular terms as well as the LO and NLO results as a function of the top quark
mass. Since the leading singular terms come from soft gluon emissions, one can expect
that they become more important for larger top quark masses or smaller center-of-mass
energies. We show this feature in figure 1, from which one can see that the contribution
from the leading singular terms approach the full NLO results for both
√
s = 7 TeV and√
s = 14 TeV when the top quark becomes heavier and heavier. One can also see that the
differences between the leading singular contributions and the full NLO results are smaller
for
√
s = 7 TeV than for
√
s = 14 TeV. Here we should point out that the hadronic variable
τ is about 0.025 and 0.012 for the 7 TeV and 14 TeV LHC, respectively, which is no way
near the hadronic threshold τ → 1. The fact that the leading singular terms still dominate
the NLO results in this case is due to the fast decreasing of the PDF as x → 1. The
region near the partonic threshold z → 1 is therefore sampled with large weights in the
convolution integral (2.3). This also explains that the singular terms are more dominant
in the cg channel than in the ug channel.
We now turn to the actual resummation. As discussed in the previous section, the
resummation of large threshold logarithms amounts to proper choices of the two scales µh
and µs for the hard function and the soft function, respectively. The hard scale µh should
be chosen such that the hard functions evaluated at this scale have stable perturbative ex-
pansions. From eq. (2.10), we see that the natural choice is µh = mt, where the logarithmic
terms automatically vanish. In our numerical results, we will vary µh around this default
choice to account for the uncertainties coming from the unknown higher order corrections
to the hard function.
The scenario for the soft scale is not as straightforward as the hard scale. We have
discussed in the previous section that there exist different prescriptions of choosing the
soft scale. Here we follow the prescription of [43] and choose the soft scale directly in
the momentum space. Ideally, this scale should correspond to the “average” energy of
the extra radiations in the final state. However, this average energy cannot be obtained
analytically since we don’t have the analytic form of the parton distributions. Therefore,
we will estimate the soft scale by numerically inspecting the stability of the cross section
against soft corrections. In figure 2, we show the corrections to the cross sections from the
soft function only, without the hard function and the RG evolution effects, as a function
of the soft scale. We vary the soft scale from 30 GeV to 130 GeV, and we find that the
corrections are generically small for µs between 50 GeV and 90 GeV. In our numerical
results, we will take the default value for µs, denoted as µ
0
s, to be 75 GeV in the ug channe
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Figure 2. The contributions from the one-loop soft functions to the total cross sections in the ug
channel (red lines) and the cg channel (blue lines).
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Figure 3. The variation of the resummed cross sections with respect to the soft scale.
and 60 GeV in the cg channel, respectively. We will also vary the soft scale around its
default choices to estimate the uncertainties associated with the soft function.
In figures 3, 4 and 5, we show the variations of the resummed cross sections with
respect to the changes in the soft scale, the hard scale and the factorization scale. We
see that after resummation, the cross sections are rather stable against the changes of the
unphysical scales. When the scales are varied from one-half to double of the default choices,
the relative changes of the cross sections are at most 4%.
We now give our final predictions for the total cross sections in table 2. The NLO
and NLO+NNLL cross sections are shown for the LHC with center-of-mass energies 7, 8,
13 and 14 TeV. In the table two kinds of uncertainties are shown. The first uncertainties
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Figure 4. The variation of the resummed cross sections with respect to the hard scale.
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Figure 5. The variation of the resummed cross sections with respect to the factorization scale.
are due to unknown higher order perturbative corrections, and are estimated by varying
the unphysical scales in our calculation. More precisely, for the NLO cross sections, the
renormalization scale µr and the factorization scale µf are varied separately between mt/2
and 2mt. The resulting uncertainties in the cross sections are then added in quadrature. For
the NLO+NNLL resummed cross sections, there are three unphysical scales: the hard scale
µh, the soft scale µs, as well as the factorization scale µf . These are again separately varied
between one-half and double of their default values, and the final combined uncertainties are
obtained by adding in quadrature. The second uncertainties come from the experimental
error on the PDFs and the strong coupling constant αs, and are estimated using the CT10
PDF sets according to [50]. From the numbers in the table, we see that the soft gluon effects
lead to a moderate increase of the cross sections by a few percents. The scale uncertainties
are reduced when going from the NLO results to the NLO+NNLL resummed results. This
can be expected due to the higher-order corrections included in the resummed formula. On
the other hand, the PDF+αs uncertainties, being an experimental effect, are largely the
same between NLO and NLO+NNLL results.
4 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have upgraded our predictions of the total cross sections for direct top
quark production. Our new predictions are based on an NLO+NNLL resummed formula,
incorporating the prescription of choosing the soft scale directly in the momentum space.
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LHC (7 TeV)
gu→ t gc→ t
NLO [pb] 6.99+6.3%+3.0%−5.5%−3.8% 0.742
+6.3%+6.0%
−5.6%−5.9%
NLO+NNLL [pb] 7.21+4.0%+3.1%−2.6%−3.9% 0.790
+4.1%+6.0%
−2.5%−5.9%
LHC (8 TeV)
gu→ t gc→ t
NLO [pb] 8.44+6.4%+3.1%−5.5%−4.0% 0.978
+6.4%+5.7%
−5.7%−5.7%
NLO+NNLL [pb] 8.69+4.0%+3.1%−2.6%−4.0% 1.04
+4.1%+5.7%
−2.4%−5.7%
LHC (13 TeV)
gu→ t gc→ t
NLO [pb] 16.1+6.5%+3.3%−5.7%−4.5% 2.47
+6.7%+5.0%
−6.2%−5.4%
NLO+NNLL [pb] 16.5+3.8%+3.3%−2.7%−4.5% 2.58
+3.8%+5.1%
−2.7%−5.5%
LHC (14 TeV)
gu→ t gc→ t
NLO [pb] 17.7+6.6%+3.3%−5.8%−4.5% 2.82
+6.8%+5.0%
−6.3%−5.5%
NLO+NNLL [pb] 18.1+3.8%+3.4%−2.7%−4.6% 2.95
+3.8%+5.1%
−2.8%−5.5%
Table 2. The predictions for the cross sections at the LHC with
√
s = 7, 8, 13, 14 TeV. The
first uncertainties are estimated by varying unphysical scales in the calculation, while the second
uncertainties come from the experimental error of the PDFs and the strong coupling constant αs.
The anomalous couplings are taken to be κtqg/Λ = 0.01 TeV
−1.
The soft gluon effects lead to an increase of the total cross sections by a few percents, and
stabilize the variation of the cross sections against the changes in the unphysical scales.
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A Anomalous dimensions
In this appendix we collect various anomalous dimensions and relevant expressions used
in our resummation formula. First of all, we have two coupling constants in our process,
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the strong coupling constant αs and the anomalous flavor-changing coupling constant κtqg.
The strong coupling constant satisfies the well-known RG equation with the β-function
β(αs) = −2αs
[
β0
αs
4pi
+ β1
(
αs
4pi
)2
+ β2
(
αs
4pi
)3
+ · · ·
]
, (A.1)
where the coefficients read
β0 =
11
3
CA − 4
3
TFnf ,
β1 =
34
3
C2A −
20
3
CATFnf − 4CFTFnf ,
β2 =
2857
54
C3A +
(
2C2F −
205
9
CFCA − 1415
27
C2A
)
TFnf +
(
44
9
CF +
158
27
CA
)
T 2Fn
2
f . (A.2)
The anomalous coupling also satisfies a RG equation
dκ(µ)
d lnµ
= γκ(αs)κ(µ) . (A.3)
The one-loop anomalous dimension has been obtained in [38], while the two-loop anomalous
dimension can be extracted from the results in [52]. They read
γκ0 =
4
3
,
γκ1 =
244
9
+
59
27
nf . (A.4)
Here and below, all coefficients of anomalous dimensions are in terms of an expansion
in αs/4pi.
The coefficients of the cusp anomalous dimension are
γcusp0 = 4 ,
γcusp1 = 4
[(
67
9
− pi
2
3
)
CA − 20
9
TFnf
]
,
γcusp2 = 4
[
C2A
(
245
6
− 134
27
pi2 +
11
45
pi4 +
22
3
ζ3
)
+ CATFnf
(
−418
27
+
40
27
pi2 − 56
3
ζ3
)
+CFTFnf
(
−55
3
+ 16ζ3
)
− 16
27
T 2Fn
2
f
]
,
(A.5)
and the other relevant anomalous dimensions are given by
γg0 = −β0 = −
11
3
CA +
4
3
TFnf ,
γg1 = C
2
A
(
−692
27
+
11pi2
18
+ 2ζ3
)
+ CATFnf
(
256
27
− 2pi
2
9
)
+ 4CFTFnf ,
γq0 = −3CF ,
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γq1 = C
2
F
(
−3
2
+ 2pi2 − 24ζ3
)
+ CFCA
(
−961
54
− 11
6
pi2 + 26ζ3
)
+ CFTFnf
(
130
27
+
2
3
pi2
)
,
γQ0 = −2CF ,
γQ1 = CFCA
(
2
3
pi2 − 98
9
− 4ζ3
)
+
40
9
CFTFnf ,
γ
φq
0 = 3CF ,
γ
φq
1 = C
2
F
(
3
2
− 2pi2 + 24ζ3
)
+ CFCA
(
17
6
+
22
9
pi2 − 12ζ3
)
− CFTFnf
(
2
3
+
8
9
pi2
)
,
γ
φg
0 = β0 ,
γ
φg
1 = 4C
2
A
(
8
3
+ 3ζ3
)
− 16
3
CATFnf − 4CFTFnf ,
The anomalous dimensions for the hard and soft functions can be obtained from the
above anomalous dimensions through the following relations:
γH(αs) = γ
g(αs) + γ
q(αs) + γ
Q(αs) ,
γS(αs) = γ
H(αs) + γ
φg(αs) + γ
φq(αs) . (A.6)
The explicit expressions for the first two expansion coefficients of γH(αs) are given by
γH0 = −
53
3
+
2nf
3
,
γH1 = −
9398
27
+
79pi2
18
+
190ζ3
3
+ nf
(
1868
81
+
pi2
9
)
. (A.7)
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